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Abstract: Amongst the surface treatment technologies to emerge in the last few decades, UV-C
radiation surface treatment is widely used in food process industries for the purpose of shelf life
elongation, bacterial inactivation, and stimulation. However, the short wave application is highly
dose-dependent and induces different properties of the product during exposure. Mechanical proper-
ties of the agricultural products and their derivatives represent the key indicator of acceptability by
the end-user. This paper surveys the recent findings of the influence of UV-C on the stress response
and physiological change concerning the mechanical and textural properties of miscellaneous agricul-
tural products with a specific focus on a potato tuber. This paper also reviewed the hormetic effect of
UV-C triggered at a different classification of doses studied so far on the amount of phenolic content,
antioxidants, and other chemicals responsible for the stimulation process. The combined technologies
with UV-C for product quality improvement are also highlighted. The review work draws the current
challenges as well as future perspectives. Moreover, a way forward in the key areas of improvement
of UV-C treatment technologies is suggested that can induce a favorable stress, enabling the product
to achieve self-defense mechanisms against wound, impact, and mechanical damage.

Keywords: UV-C radiation; stress response; mechanical properties; stimulation; potato tuber

1. Introduction

The non-thermal technique is relatively fruitful for elongating fresh foods’ shelf life.
Nevertheless, its potentiality of adversely influencing sensory attributes has been high-
lighted [1–7]. Several non-thermal technologies for the treatment of food crops have
come to emerge over the last few decades. This technology included irradiations (pulsed
ultraviolet, gamma, and X-ray) pulsed electric field, pulsed electromagnetic field, cold
plasma, ultra-sonication, microwave, supercritical technology, high-pressure processing,
etc. [8–11]. In the classification of surface treatment, microwave surface treatment can be
considered as either a thermal or non-thermal surface treatment depending on the intensity
used [12,13]. It is reported that the irradiation technology is of high energy. Therefore,
alongside its desirable effects, it is expected to induce undesirable alterations by interacting
with different structures as well as chemical constituents of the potato tubers [14]. Among
other different crop treatment techniques, such as gamma irradiation and fumigation [15],
the UV-C radiation technique is one of the non-thermal technologies that is dominantly
used for the surface disinfection and decontamination of crops and fruits and is by far
regarded as effective [16]. UV-C radiation, emitted at wavelengths of 200–280 nm along
with UV-A (320–400 nm) and UV-B (280–320 nm), is reported to be retained by the ozone
layer. The different regions of UV radiation are shown in Figure 1 [17–19]. UV-C radiation,
because of its high absorption level by the ozone layer, does not penetrate the earth in any
appreciable amount. The shorter the wavelength, the higher the energy of the photon as
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depicted from the Planck relation. This short wavelength carries a higher pocket of energy
which is capable of destroying microorganisms by damaging the microbial DNA, causing
cross-linking between neighboring thiamine and cytosine in the same DNA strand [20,21].
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Even if this surface treatment has consent from Food and Drug Administration and
other institutes as recognized disinfectant technology [22,23], it is important to study its
impact on the characteristics of the crop. Numerous studies have already been focused
on the bactericidal and fungicidal capacity of UV-C treatment in plant products, but
information on product quality attributes is scanty. Limited studies have been reporting
that short wave UV-C has a pronounced effect on plants’ physiology and structure. It
was reported that there induces a significant structural damaging effect on the plant cell,
most specifically on the chloroplasts, mitochondria, and membranes [24,25]. The change in
cellular structure is directly related to the overall alteration of the mechanical properties
of the plant. This correlation is well described by a previous study conducted on the
potato tuber cell structural parameters having a significant effect on the overall mechanical
characteristics such as strength and modulus of elasticity [26]. Moreover, in the other
study on UV-C exposed strawberries, cellular structural changes in relation to the physical
properties of the fruit were studied stating that delayed softening and higher firmness
are caused by changes in the activity of enzymes and proteins responsible for cell wall
disassembly [27]. It was clearly stated that the change in mechanical characteristics of food
derived from plants arises from three structural factors at the cellular level are turgor, cell
wall rigidity, and cell-cell adhesion [28,29].

The mechanical characteristics of crops play a prominent role in deciding the ac-
ceptability in the chains of target users, such as food processing industries and people.
Since plants are biological materials with complex structures that have high exposure
to mechanical change, these changes can lead to irreversible changes in structure and
other crop characteristics where these changes are reported to be invisible, having inner
deformations [26]. Potatoes are the fourth-ranking food crop in the world in terms of
calories and are extensively produced throughout the world [30–32]. The mechanical prop-
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erties of the potato or derived products following surface treatment by irradiation during
either growth or storage represent an imperative factor for meeting consumers’ needs,
as they are required for determining other properties when characterizing food qualities.
Most importantly, one of the most important features here is the texture that potentially
undergoes change, since external factors are concerned [33–37].

Studies have shown the influence of different physical treatment methods inducing a
change in potato mechanical characteristics. Microwave treatment methods have found
extensive applications in various processing and operations [38–41]. Studies have demon-
strated their influential effects on the texture, compression test, weight loss, morphological,
and microstructural changes of potatoes [42–44]. In the process of extending the shelf life
of potatoes, gamma radiation is also an important facility nowadays. Several studies on the
effect of gamma irradiation on physicomechanical properties of potatoes have been carried
out on different potato cultivars for the evaluation of sprout weight, appearance quality,
texture, specific gravity, morphology, puncture test, shear test, and compressive tests at
varied dosses ranging from 0.04 to 100 kGy under different storage conditions [14,45–48].
From the result, Gamma irradiated resulted in an intact, rigid cell wall, more cavities, and
bigger lamellar structure. At lower dose, mechanical properties were maintained, and
sprouting was inhibited, while increased specific gravity at higher dose was also indicated.
Texture was reduced with increasing dose, and the appearance of potato tuber was firm
and slightly shrivelled. One of the non-destructive evaluation techniques is an ultrasound
that applies a low range of intensities (0.1–20 kHz), but higher intensities (20–100 kHz) are
reported to alter the physical, mechanical, and structural characteristics of starch granules
derived from potato [49,50]. The results indicated that the sonicated potato tubers showed
a change in molecular order in the crystalline region. A transparent appearance of the
potato starch was also found. The effect of pulsed magnetic field treatment on the firmness,
energy for cutting, and smoothening of the surface of potato was investigated at lower
pulses ranging from 1 to 2.5 kV. It was concluded that firmness and energy for cutting were
reduced while smoothening of the surface increased [8,51].

A study conducted on the impact of UV-C on mechanical characteristics of certain
plant types reports that the mechanical properties are the result of the cellular change
and rheology [52]. Despite the popular demand for potato tuber, there are only limited
research outputs, making this area untapped for research. However, it was possible
to survey some of the most up-to-date research that recognized the effect of UV-C on
different characteristics, including the acrylamide content [53], color [42], density [54,55],
and chemical constituents [56] of potato tuber and its derivatives. The objective of this
review work is to critically review the current state of the art in the damaging effect,
physiological change, and related scenarios of UV-C on the potato. Of course, this review
also surveys the mechanically damaging effect of UV-C on different postharvest crops
and fruits.

2. Influence of UV-C on the Physical and Mechanical Properties of Different Crops

UV-C surface treatment technology is a set of techniques by which a specific wave-
length of 254 nm is delivered from a source for the purpose of microbial inactivation,
disinfection, and stimulation. The short wave carries a pocket of energy necessary to
inhibit microorganisms from the surface of the product by developing defense mechanisms.
However, the application is highly dose dependent and results a positive and negative
impact on the mechanical properties of the given product. In the quest of the current state
of the art, a number of findings were reported in different types of products and varieties as
well. It is apparently clear that the UV-C effect on the plant products is highly dependent
on UV-C dose.

2.1. Physical Properties

With a specific focus in food characterization, textural profile analysis (TPA) offers
comprehensive properties important to the acceptability of a product by the end user. A
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wide set of parameters traced from TPA analysis includes hardness, cohesiveness, viscosity,
elasticity (springiness), adhesiveness, resilience, brittleness (fracturability), chewiness, and
gumminess. This is one of the most important parameters as far as the UV-C stimulation is
concerned with the cell physiology. The properties of firmness, hardness, and change in
mass are critically assessed in this review as they are greatly influenced by the anatomy of
the plant tissue, the strength of the cell wall, and ultimately other mechanical properties.
It is one of the most important parameters when it comes to UV-C stimulation and cell
physiology [57].

The firmness of bell pepper fruit treated at 0.25 kJ·m−2 and its control sample signifi-
cantly dropped at the initial storage period, but after seven days of storage the UV-C treated
sample was found to be firmer than the control. A weight loss experiment in the same
fruit resulted in lower weight loss in the treated sample [58]. An experiment on the UV-C
treated in green asparagus confirmed an appreciable increment in tissue toughness and a
significant increase in cutting energy (sheer force) even at a lower UV-C dose of 1 kJ·m−2

and 8 min exposure time [59]. Conversely, a low UV-C dose up to 3.8 kJ·m−2 is indicated
to have an insignificant change in textural properties [60]. Observations on the fresh-cut
melon after UV-C exposure confirms no significant difference in the firmness as a result of
UV-C application at 1.2 kJ·m−2 followed by storage at 6 ◦C [61]. No significant difference
was observed among treated and control samples in delaying softening at a lower UV-C
dose. The research work on the firmness and weight loss characteristics of UV-C exposed
fresh-cut apples were analyzed by different authors and resulted in no significant change in
the firmness [62,63], while a decrease in weight loss by 6% was noted at an exposure time
of 1 min and intensity of 1.2 kJ·m−2 UV-C [62]. For fruit crops, weight loss is an important
parameter as it is associated with dehydration, which significantly determines the com-
mercial value of the fruit. The weight loss of amaranth vegetables treated at a moderate
UV-C dose of 1.7 kJ·m−2 reduced the weight loss significantly better than the control [64].
The weight loss experiment on different UV-C exposed tomato cultivars, namely “cherry
tomato” and Elpida, showed no effect and reduced weight loss when treated at 3.7 kJ·m−2

and 4 kJ·m−2, respectively [65,66]. It was depicted that a lower UV-C dose of up to 4 kJ·m−2

has a minor effect on the firmness of tomato [67] and blueberry fruits [68]. The firmness
value of different tomato cultivars was enhanced when exposed to UV-C treated in the
range of 3 kJ·m−2 to 4.2 kJ·m−2 [65,66,69–72]. An experiment conducted on the quality
parameters of UV-C exposed pineapple at the dose of 4.5 kJ·m−2 over the range of 0–90 s
and followed by a 10 ◦C storage condition was able to retain the firmness properties better
than the control samples [73]. Exposure to 7.11 kJ·m2 induced higher tissue softening in
lettuce and caused the development of abnormal color in cauliflower [74,75].

Research work on a comparative study of the effect of UV-A and UV-C over the tem-
perature range of 25–100 ◦C on oyster mushrooms reported UV-C exposed mushroom
samples had a higher increase in loss modulus and loss factor than that of UV-A exposed
ones. From the outcome, it was concluded UV-C light had a greater impact on the me-
chanical properties of oyster mushrooms compared to UV-A light [76]. Storage modulus
was lower for the samples exposed to both UV-A and UV-C, indicating the samples had a
viscoelastic characteristic.

In the quest for the previous state of the art, the most decisive factor was found to be
firmness, which was studied dominantly following the UV-C irradiation and storage. It
was also noted from recent research that firmness is an important sensory characteristic for
consumers and is the factor that is highly affected by mechanical processes that potentially
induce the ejection of intracellular fluid due to tissue rupture [77].

The textural aspect of mechanical property is dominantly used in the processing, as
well as with raw vegetables and fruits, which is connected with the rheological characteris-
tics of biological materials called firmness or hardness. It expresses the maximum force
required to attain a specific strain in compression, puncture, and cut tests [57,78].
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2.2. Mechanical Properties

Mechanical properties of harvested vegetables and fruits are important characteri-
zation throughout processing, storage, and consumption. Mechanical properties may be
defined by cell structure and are dependent on the physical state, flow properties, and
porosity. In the light of measurements, force-deformation methods are commonly used in
textural or mechanical properties of solid foods, fresh vegetable/fruit, and their derivatives
in their solid state. The basic mechanical properties that are determined from the force-
deformation includes rupture force, toughness, cutting force, shear force, and strength [79],
which are effective for different purposes, such as product standardization, transportation,
handling, and design purposes as well. If we take account of the dimension of a product in
the mechanical testing, stress–strain characterization, for example, can be used and some
important properties can be obtained from the result of this test, such as yield strength,
Young’s modulus, ultimate strength, and modulus of elasticity.

Recent research conducted intensive work on mechanical changes of UV-C irradiated
strawberries at a varied irradiation dose of 0.8, 2, and 4 kJ·m−2 by changing the storage
duration from 0 to eight days at 0 ◦C. Resistance to compression, crush resistance, and
distance to tissue failure attributes dropped significantly during storage. According to
the author, the resistance to compression was higher at a lower UV-C dose. At 2 kJ·m−2

and 4 kJ·m−2, tissue deformation reported a higher value [80]. In the latest work on the
effect of UV-C irradiation on some of the mechanical characteristics of blueberries ‘O’Neal’
a puncture test was performed at UV-C intensities of 5.3, 8.3, and 11.4 kJ·m−2, exposure
time of 7, 11, and 15 min, and storage time from 0 to 15 days. According to the report,
mechanical parameters were not affected by UV-C treatments until 15 days of storage
time when irradiated samples showed higher values of rupture force, deformation, and
weight loss [81]. In a related study, a compression test (stress –strain) was performed
on UV-C exposed fresh-cut apples at an exposure time of 10, 15, and 25 min and UV-C
intensity at 5.6, 8.4, and 14.1 kJ·m−2. True stress and deformability modulus were noticeably
reduced at lower exposure time and UV-C dose [63]. The effect of UV-C on the mechanical
characterization as well as the dimensions (length, width, and height) of Faba bean during
storage was studied by considering various UV-C exposure times (0, 30, 60, and 90 min)
and during storage periods of 0, three, six, and nine months. The result indicated that main
dimensions, mass and bulk volume, and true volume were decreased by increasing the
storage period and decreasing ultraviolet irradiation time. UV-C irradiation time increased
with reducing the storage time, although, length and thickness decreased slightly. From
this research, very important mechanical tests, such as shear force and shear penetration,
were also investigated on the UV exposed Faba bean. The authors described the decrement
of both the sheer force and penetration force of seed as UV-C exposure time increased
during the given storage time [82]. The mechanical properties of different UV-C irradiated
plant commodities are briefly presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Mechanical and related characteristics of UV-C exposed plant products.

Commodity Operational Condition Key Finding Reference

Sweet corn kernels

UV-C dose at 0. 1.94, and 4.01 kJ·m−2,
controlled atmosphere of with

%oxygen: %carbondioxide: %nitrogen
ratios of 21:0.03:78, 3:10:87, and 3:15:82

at 6 ◦C for 20 h.

Hardness remains unchanged [83]

Fresh-cut green onion
UV-C exposure time at 3, 5, 10, and 15
min and storage days of 5, 10, 15 days

and storage temperature of 5 ◦C.

Higher UV-C exposure results in
higher weight loss (%). [84]
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Table 1. Cont.

Commodity Operational Condition Key Finding Reference

Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum L.)
UV-C dose 3.7 kJ·m−2 from 0 to 25 days
of storage duration time at 16 ◦C and

relative humidity of 95%.

Firmness (Newton) decreased
with storage duration. Higher

resistance penetration compared
to the control sample.

[85]

Cucumber
(Cucumis sativus L.)

UV-C dose of 4.5 kJ·m−2 stored for 15
days at 4 ◦C, a combination of UV-C
with Nano-coating Nanocapsules.

The UV-C control sample brought
better firmness, as the loss was

delayed to day 9 of storage.
[86]

Peeled garlic (Allium sativum L.) UV-C dose of 2 kJ·m−2 stored for 15
days at room temperature.

High firmness value with the
UV-C treated sample. [87]

Cherry tomato UV-C dose of 3.7 kJ·m−2
UV-C treated and control sample

both mass loss and firmness
were unaffected.

[65]

Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum L.) UV-C dose of 4.2 kJ·m−2 for 8 min
The firmness decreased gradually
during storage in both the control

and UV-C treated tomatoes.
[72]

Common dandelion and purple
coneflower

UV-C dose of 3.8 J·m−2, 1 m of distance
from light source, 10 to 120 exposure
time, and 21 days of storage period.

Fresh and dry weight loss
recorded for both dandelion and
purple coneflower is higher than

the control sample.

[88]

Strawberry
UV-C dose of 1.70 kJ·m−2 for 4.8 min

and Storage duration of 0, 2, and 4 days
at 21 ◦C.

No difference in firmness between
fruit from control and
UV-C-treated samples.

[89]

Mango (Kensington Pride)

UV-C dose at 4.0, 8.3, and 11.7 kJ·m−2),
room temperature (20 ± 1 ◦C), relative
humidity at 80%, and ethylene storage

duration from 3 to 12 days.

At a higher UV-C dose, the
firmness is significantly higher

than untreated fruits after 6 days
of storage. No significant

difference in weight loss with the
control sample.

[90]

Tahitian lime (Citrus latifolia)
The doses were 3.4, 7.2, and

10.5 kJ·m−2. Fruits were located 20 cm
from the UV-C light source.

Higher dose (10.5 kJ·m−2)
reduced weight loss.

[91]

Mango (Tommy Atkins)
UV-C dose of 8220 mW·m−2 and

exposure time of 10 and 20 min. and
storage temperature 5 and 20 ◦C

Lower weight loss and high
firmness for Samples exposed to

10 min and 5 ◦C.
[92]

3. Effect of UV-C on the Mechanical Properties of Potato

Potatoes belong to the family of Solanum tuberosum L. (Solanaceae), which is an impor-
tant crop plant produced globally. There are a number of products derived from potato and
consumed in the form of processed and dehydrated products, such as chips, French fries,
granules, snacks, etc. The mechanical properties of the potato tuber and its derivatives
represent an important quality parameter for the food industries and customers. Hence,
due to the growing demand and massive production, the applicability of surface treatment
is intensive. A limited number of studies have reported on the effect of UV-C on the
mechanical properties of potato tuber.

Potato tuber treated with UV-C at operational conditions of 20 cm distance away
from the source, exposure time of 1 h, followed by a storage period of 0–28 days at 4 ◦C
was studied against a weight loss experiment. The author indicated that there is no
significant difference observed between the control and the UV-C treated potatoes during
the entire duration of the storage [93]. However, another author [94] stated reduced weight
loss in different varieties of potato tuber after exposing the samples to UV-C at a power
density from 80 to 100 µW·cm−2 and at different stages of the storage period [66]. It
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was reported that reduced weight could occur at the epicuticular wax morphology of
the pretreated tuber, while transpiration and respiration also contributed to the enhanced
weight loss. Preliminary work on the mechanical property of pre-injured potato was
conducted on different varieties of potato tuber at a wavelength of 253.7 nm, a power
density of 80–100 µW·cm−1, and exposure time of 5, 10, and 15 min and five months
of storage. The result led to a smaller weight loss of samples exposed to UV-C for 10
and 15 min compared to control samples [95]. The author suggested the use of UV-C in
combination with conveyors and a multi-spaced irradiator to potentially reduce weight
loss caused as a result of mechanical injury during post-harvest handling. Conversely, in
other research work, the effect of UV-C irradiation in the presence of fluorescence light and
darkness on the weight loss of two potato species (Agata and Monalisa) was investigated at 0,
2.3, 6.9, 11.5, or 34.5 kJ·m−2 dose, 3.83 mW·cm−2 flow density and 254 nm. the author found
higher weight loss than the control sample for tubers stored under fluorescent light and
UV-C in darkness and they related this result with the early-stage development of sprouting
as this requires dry matter from the tuber [96]. It has been found that the UV-C dose in
the range of 5–20 kJ·m−2 is able to suppress the sprout propagation [97]. Research on a
comparative study between sodium acid sulfate and UV-C treatment on the storage quality
of fresh-cut potato was conducted. Firmness as part of the textural analysis was tested after
exposing the potato for 3 min from 0 to 25 days of storage duration at 4 ◦C. Firmness was
found to be stable in the entire duration of storage for UV-C treatment. However, it was
indicated that, in the combined treated sample with UV-C and Sodium acid sulfate, the
firmness was higher than the control sample in the later storage duration [98].

A study reporting on the effect of UV-C light on a sprout length depicted that those
potatoes treated with 13.6 kJ·m−2 resulted in a shorter length of sprouts compared to other
UV-C doses and untreated tubers [99]. The dimensional growth of potato sprouts caused
because of UV-C exposure was reported to be unknown. However, it was speculated to be
a result of physical change or related to its tubular biochemistry [97]. A similar study was
conducted on the impact of UV-C on the deformation of potato tuber (variety Vineta, Lord
and Owacja) at varied UV-C doses (69.4, 86.3, and 171.9 µW·cm−2), exposure time (1, 10,
and 30 min.), and irradiator height (40, 70 and 100 cm). Consequently, it was confirmed
that UV-C induced a minor percentage of deformation of tubers, as compared to the control
combination [100].

4. Stimulation Process of UV-C
4.1. Effect of UV-C on Cell Physiology and Mechanical Properties

Several studies suggested that UV-C radiation is effective not only because of its disin-
fecting effect, but because it may also stimulate plant defenses against mechanical damages.
Exposing UV-C (or hormetin) in food crops has an important effect, called the hormetic
effect [101,102], that is responsible for the production of phenylalanine ammonia-lyase
(PAL), which induces the formation of a phenolic compound referred to as phytoalexins.
The phytochemicals released from PAL having UV absorbing characteristics are found to
be chlorogenic acid, gallic acid, epicatechin, and quercetin. This phenolic compound is
capable of improving the resistance of fruits and vegetables to microorganisms and defense
mechanisms. Phytoalexins give rise to the accumulation of other inducible defenses, such
as cell wall modifications [103]. The phenolic content of different crops is discussed as it is
the secondary metabolites that are directly connected to plant defense responses. Despite
the sophisticated hormetic response process, the role of the hormetic effect in the fruits
and their cellular mechanisms by the respective enzymes was demonstrated by a few
researchers. The enzymes and genes can be seen in three types based on their response to
the UV-C irradiation [104].

Peroxidases and reductases: responsible for oxidative burst and formation of lignin
polymers creating boundaries against microorganisms.

Glucanases and chitinases: responsible for lytic activities towards major fungal cell
wall components.
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L-Phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL): responsible for the biosynthesis of phenolic
that led to cell wall modification.

A multitude of studies have shown that UV-C irradiation, depending on its dose,
induces the production of phenolic components and other related defense responsive
chemicals. The amount of UV-C energy per unit time (dose) released from the light source
is an important factor when dealing with surface treatment [105].

4.2. Low UV-C Dose Stimulation

A number of studies investigated different properties of postharvest products when
exposed to UV-C irradiation by considering a range of UV-C doses. In the subsequent
sections of the review, we discuss the stimulation process of UV-C by classifying low,
moderate, and high doses. The classification is mostly based on the relative comparison
among the treatment levels and control samples taken in the particular work of art. There
is no clear demarcation set for the UV-C dose irradiation from low to high. This is due to
the fact that the change induced by UV-C is varied in different products. The effect might
even be different among different varieties of the same product. However, the classification
takes account of the proposition and findings of previous research. A work by a researcher
depicted that a fruit could resist the effect of UV-C dose up to 4.1 kJ·m−2 [106]. Furthermore,
the latest research carried out an experiment on the effect of low UV-C dose in the range
below 4 kJ·m−2 [107].

Recent work on the sprouting suppression and quality attributes of potato tuber
exposed to low UV-C dose indicated that the role of UV-C light is not only limited to the anti-
germicidal effect, but also enables resistance to damage repair and sprouting [108]. A low
UV-C dose is reported to induce a hormetic effect on vegetative crops without damaging the
crop, which is termed as UV-C hormesis, making use of a harmful low dose of irradiation
to induce a favorable stress response on crops [109]. In addition to the hormetic effect, the
plant crop is able to offer health-promoting advantages when used by the customer which
is referred to as xenohormesis [110]. This is due to the phenolic compound phytoalexins
having antioxidant properties further inducing a secondary resistance in the end user’s
body [111]. Basically, the purpose of using non-thermal technology on harvested crops
is primarily to maintain the quality without undergoing damage, which in turn delays
senescence. The influence of UV-C offers a pronounced effect over UV-A and UV-B in
the process of delaying senescence, and over the other non-thermal processes UV-C is
considered as releasing optimized oxidative stress for defense against germ and wound
response [112–115]. These effects were well demonstrated by the experiment conducted on
lettuce, tomatoes, peaches, and strawberries [116–119]. From a molecular perspective, the
plant develops the response by producing ROS (reactive oxygen species) that signals the
physiological modification in the chloroplast, mitochondria, DNA and produces secondary
metabolites [120,121]. An experimental study performed on tomato fruit in response to UV-
C treatment elucidated that the response of the plant involves much greater expression of a
number genes responsible for cell wall disassembly, which may be linked to physiological
changes, damage resistance, and most importantly delaying softening or maintaining the
firmness of the final product [122]. A recent investigation of broccoli florets exposed to a
hormetic dose of 1.2 kJ·m−2 of UV-C radiation was able to maintain the lowest weight loss
as compared to untreated samples [123]. Higher firmness and delayed softening at a lower
UV-C dose on strawberry fruit were confirmed and it was explained that a set of genes
was able to overcome cell wall degradation through the encoding process. In a previous
study, UV-C radiation in strawberry fruit also maintained higher firmness and delayed
softening due to the presence of a set of genes encoding for proteins and enzymes involved
in cell wall degradation [27,124]. UV-C exposed fresh-cut melon at 1.18 × 103 mW·cm−2

caused a greater firmness during storage that is related to the accumulation of peroxidase
enzyme [125]. This enzyme, as discussed in the previous section, is responsible for creating a
barrier between the cell wall and the pathogen, reducing softening and enhancing firmness.
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4.3. Moderate and High UV-C Dose Stimulation

The application of a high dose during treatment is indicated to have a severe effect on
the physiological constituent of plant crops and potentially affect the mechanical attributes
during storage. Firmness is an important quality indicating parameter that indicates the
degree of softness as the crops undergo a given storage duration. Studies have not yet
sufficiently shown the effect of the mechanical changes as a result of high UV-C dose.
Nevertheless, some research works depicted the negative impact of high UV-C doses on
the physiological constituents that are discussed in this section. The correlation between
the physiological change and firmness demonstrated by a previous study indicates that
softening of the fruit during storage is a result of cell wall damage that is caused by the
generation of two major degrading enzymes in a cell wall, namely polygalacturonase (PG)
and pectin methylesterase (PME) [126]. An experiment conducted on the physiological
damage of cells of certain vegetable crops at a high UV-C dose was reported to cause cell
membrane damage. A research work conducted on spinach exposed to a high UV-C dose
from 7.94 to 11.35 kJ·m−2 13 days of storage duration and 8 ◦C of storage temperature
depicted the reduction of antioxidant chemicals up to 75% [127]. Likewise, in other experi-
mental work on pepper exposed to the UV-C dose of 7 kJ·m2, 18 days of storage duration,
and 10 ◦C storage temperature resulted in lower antioxidant chemicals but with fewer
changes [128]. The latest research work on satsuma mandarin fruit resulted in a significant
decrease of DPPH (antioxidant) and phenolic compounds when exposed to a high UV-C
dose of 10 kJ·m−2 [129]. An experimental study on Mangosteen treated over the range of
6–40 kJ·m−2 at 25 ◦C for seven days resulted in a higher defense response and decreased
weight loss at 13 kJ·m−2 than the lower and the higher UV-C dose, which showed no
significant difference from the control sample [130]. However, UV-C irradiated persimmon
and cucumber at 12.9 kJ·m−2 at varied exposure times and storage periods were found to
be ineffective for the enhancement of phytochemicals [131]. Fresh-cut lotus treated with
UV-C from 0.3 to 12 kJ·m−2 indicated the moderate UV-C intensity from 1.5 to 3 kJ·m−2

was significant in inducing phenolic content [132]. A comparable result was noted in a
tomato treated at a UV-C dose of 4 kJ·m−2 and storage temperature of 13 ◦C, elucidating
an increase in phenolic content throughout the storage period significantly higher than the
control sample [133]. In other research, using a similar dose of UV-C, the total phenolic
content of fresh-cut strawberries was enhanced significantly [134]. The UV-C stimulation
at a mild dose is predominantly reported to induce phytochemicals and antioxidants for
the role of defense response. However, the reduction in these defense-triggering chemicals
when treated at a high dose is due to the depleting activity of UV-C, resulting in membrane
damage that gives rise to the change in the chemical compositions, hence lowering the
antioxidant activities of the crop and lowering the firmness. The physiological change
in terms of weight loss and firmness in relation to the phenolic content was excellently
indicated by a recent research article conducted on UV-C exposed bitter gourd sample,
maintaining two-fold lower weight loss than the control sample at prolonged days of
storage [135]. The softening of tissues during the prolonged storage period is attributed to
the gradual alteration in cell wall composition and cell separation [85]. Besides, a moderate
dose could also result in higher softening. For instance, a tomato fruit treated at a moderate
UV-C dose of 3.7 kJ·m−2 resulted in higher weight loss compared to untreated ones [136].
This is due to the lower production of defense response compounds. The change is induced
not only by the effect of UV-C operational factors, but the inherent characteristic of the
fruit is also important. In general, high-dose UV-C conditions offer unfavorable stress
resulting from low quality and defense mechanisms. Some investigations concluded that
low dose irradiation led to hormonal effects improvement and microbial load reduction.
On the other hand, high doses or continuous exposure could lead to a significant quality
loss, decrease in shelf life, and lower antimicrobial activity [137,138]. The disadvantages
of inducing high UV-C dose were reported by previous research stating that accelerated
ripening, senescence, lower stress response for bacterial wound, lower shelf life, and eco-
nomical loss were associated with high dose exposure in postharvest fresh cuts [139]. It
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is highly important to ensure the optimal UV-C dose in order to avoid compromising the
textural quality, shelf-life elongation, and feasibility. The linked relationship between the
UV-C dose with cellular level modification and the final quality attribute of the vegetable
crop is depicted diagrammatically in Figure 2 [127–129,137,138].
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attributes of the vegetable.

Table 2 shows miscellaneous horticulture products exposed at different UV-C doses and
their resulting changes in quality texture, antioxidant, enzymes, and phenolic compounds.

Table 2. Different horticultural product’s metabolic activities when subjected to a varied UV-C dose
and other operational conditions.

Commodity Operating Condition Key Finding Reference

Tomato
(Solanum lycopersicum)

UV-C dose of 4 kJ·m−2, exposure
time of 6 min.

Increase in phenolic compounds content. [133]

Blueberries UV-C dose of 0.43, 2.15, 4.30 and
6.45 kJ·m−2.

Higher antioxidant capacity in fruit
treated with 2.15, 4.30, and 6.45 kJ·m−2

compared to the control fruit. Increased
phenolic components in a lesser amount

at 0.43 kJ·m−2.

[140]

Fragrant pear (Korla) UV-C irradiation of 0.12, 0.24, 0.36,
0.48, 0.72 and 1.08 kJ·m−2.

low-dose UV-C irradiation (0.36 kJ·m−2)
enhanced the phenolic compound.

[141]
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Table 2. Cont.

Commodity Operating Condition Key Finding Reference

Mandarin (Satsuma) UV-C dose of 0.75, 1.5 and 3.0 kJ·m−2.

Phenolic acids and antioxidant capacity
were not significantly affected by UV-C

treatments, while 1.5 and 3.0 kJ·m−2

significantly increased flavonoids and
total phenolics. 0.75 kJ·m−2 was infective

to induce any change.

[142]

Garlic (Danyang) UV-C of 25 kJ·m−2, exposure
time of 380 s.

The UV-C treatment reduces
microorganisms present and no
significant differences in quality

attributes, phenolic compounds, and
antioxidants.

[143]

Fresh-cut Rocket Leaves UV-C dose at 1, 3 and 5 kJ·m−2.
The optimum dose of UV-C for

enhancing total anthocyanin content was
3.0 kJ·m−2.

[144]

Mango (Haden) UV-C dose of 2.46 and 4.93 kJ·m−2.
the highest accumulation of

phytochemicals in mangoes exposed to
4.93 kJ·m−2.

[145]

5. Factors Affecting UV-C Process in Stimulation

The efficiency of UV stimulation on crops is affected by factors, such as light source,
product composition, flow profile, and geometric configuration. UV light has a great impact
on the quality attribute of food in relation to wavelength, intensity, and exposure. Total
dosage (energy per unit area) is the main factor determining fruit and vegetable responses
to UV-C, but the intensity of the radiation (dose per unit time) may also determine treatment
outcome. The degree to which the stimulation occurs by UV radiation is directly related
to the UV dose. The UV-C dose (J·cm−2) is expressed in terms of the UVC intensity
flux (W·cm−2) and exposure time (s), as calculated from the correlation presented in
Equation (1).

Dose = UVC Intensity·Exposure time (1)

The UV-C intensity rate is the total amount of radiant flux passing from all angles
through a unit area that is determined based on the location of the sample under exposure.
However, the UV-C intensity is not equal to the amount of energy absorbed by the exposed
sample. The effect of UV-C exposure time (20–40 min at 15 cm distance) on the defense
response chemical content is well experimented with in recent research on bitter gourd
resulting in a significant change in the quality attributes [135]. Distance from the source to
the sample is an important factor that affects intensity flux and stimulation. The shorter the
distance, the higher the radiant flux to effectively stimulate or disinfect the sample of the
crop. This correlation is well described by the Equation (2) shown below [146,147].

UVC intensity (r) =
(

P
2πr

)
·e−α.r (2)

The UVC fluence rate at radial distance r from the lamp is proportional to P, which
is UV-C power emitted per unit arc length of the lamp, and α is the absorption coefficient
(cm−1). During UV-C irradiation into the sample, the performance of absorption to induce
a change is also dependent on the composition of the food product. The surface of the
food item determines the penetration ability of UV-C light. A higher value of α leads to
a decrease in the penetration ability of UV-C, resulting in the minimal effectiveness of
the stimulation of UV-C dose [148]. Complete information and characterization of the
absorptive characteristics of a sample are very important when estimating the required
UVC dose. For example, in fruits, there is a presence of epicuticular waxes, which contain
a microcrystalline structure. Exposure of fruit to UV-C changes the wax morphology,
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composition, and structure, eventually resulting in a change in surface permeability. This
phenomenon can lead to weight loss (water vapor, volatile compounds, etc.), which is
a decisive parameter in the quality attribute of fruit [149]. In some vegetable plants,
such as Brussels sprout, exposure to a hormetic dose of UV-C resulted in reduced weight
loss due to the modification from shorter crystalline structures leading to a dense wax
structure, lowering permeability because of a better protective layer [150]. The purity of the
sample also affects the stimulation process. The existence of suspended solids and soluble
components in the food matrix weakens the application of UVC radiation by inducing light
scattering, absorption, and reflection [151]. Due to these factors influencing the efficiency
of the UV-C irradiation, the UV-C station needs a proper and operational dose followed
by validation using a computer program to confirm the distribution of the irradiation and
its stress.

6. Innovative Technologies Used in Combination with UV-C

The investigation of the combined effects of different methods and UV-C on the
textural attributes of fruits and vegetables is recently come to emerge showing a glimpse
of light in the improvement of the surface treatment. However, it is very limited and
difficult to examine the advantageous facets as compared to the conventional single UV-C
irradiation. Few studies have reported on the combined effects on the textural attributes.

The quality of strawberries subjected to different patterns of cyclic and repetitive
low dose resulted in an improvement in some of the quality parameters. In their study,
they exposed the sample at 4 kJ·m−2 prior to storage for single time, two step at 2 kJ·m−2

consecutively at harvest and after four days of storage, and multistep 0.8 kJ·m−2 after
zero, two, four, six, and eight days of storage, respectively. From their result, a single step
UV-C exposure resulted in a tendency of sustaining higher firmness and delayed softening
than the control sample. Two- and multi-step treatments resulted in a higher textural
property [107]. The quality of sweet cherry was studied by exposing the fruit to a single
and combined operation of UV-B (21.6 kJ·m−2), UV-C (21.6 kJ·m−2), and combination with
a coating of the sample with 1% chitosan for 24 days and 8 ◦C. Their result indicated that
the combination of UV-C, UV-B, and chitosan coating was able to slow the weight loss and
maintain firmness better than the control sample in comparison to the singular effects [152].
In a similar study, grapes treated at 6 kJ/m2 UV-C and 0.5% chitosan reduced weightless-
ness. A combined treatment of UV-C and Chlorine dioxide (ClO2) on spinach leaves and
tomato surface resulted in no significant effect on the texture of the sample after seven days
of storage [153]. The combined effect of UV-C irradiation at 2 kJ·m−2 and modified atmo-
sphere packaging in cold storage was studied on the quality of cherry tomato, resulting
in lower weight loss and maintained firmness [154]. Asparagus exposed to a combined
treatment technique of UV-C at 1 kJ·m−2 and ozonized water at 3 ppm for 3 s resulted
in improved cutting energy compared to the control over a four-day storage period [70].
The quality of date palm was studied by exposing it to alkaline electrolyte water, neutral
electrolyzed water, ozonated water, and UV-C [155]. They found that the combination of
neutral electrolyzed water and UV-C treated at 6.22 kJ·m−2 resulted in a lower weight loss
while a triple combination between neutral, alkaline, and UV-C at 6.22 kJ·m−2 brought a
higher firmness value as compared to the control and other combinations.

7. Conclusions

The research works on the UV-C surface treatment of fruits and vegetables is slowly
increasing due to the growing industrialization, the concern for quality, health, and safety,
and customer demand for fresh harvested fruit and vegetable crops. This multidimensional
factor makes the area untapped for research.

The determination of the appropriate dose to encounter a favorable stress response
and to achieve required mechanical properties is highly varied with different plants ex-
hibiting their own physicochemical properties. Furthermore, the standard textural quality
requirements in processing industries for different products are various. The combined
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technologies are sophisticated and less feasible in terms of energy and mass requirement.
The need to focus on the optimization of the process parameter of the UV-C chamber is
by far promising. In addition to this, the physicochemical characteristics in the capac-
ity of perceiving light require careful investigation prior to determining the irradiation
dose. From the review, low and moderate doses are reported to induce a better favorable
physiological stress response, while the high dose reduces the enzymatic role (PAL) to
produce phenolic and antioxidants responsible for cell wall modification. From the review,
it was possible to understand the strong link between the cellular physiological changes
that give rise to the changes in mechanical characteristics of the product. Little is known
about the study of UV-C exposed potato tuber mechanical properties, as it is the largest
food crop in the world and the key economic driving agricultural product in the frozen
market. More studies are needed to address this hurdle process with the priority for stable
crops that are produced extensively throughout the globe, such as potato tuber, from which
a number of derivative products are produced. Optimization and intensification of the
process will offer opportunities to improve the quality and ultimately scale-up towards
effective commercialization.
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